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1.
Overview



General Recommendation
For each user !, we would like to estimate the rating #̂$,& for any new item '

▷ Explicit Feedback Matrix ( ∈ ℝ+ ,-
• . users, / items
• #$,& = 1,… , 5 if user ! has interacted with item ',  0 otherwise

▷ Recommend new items that the user would rate highly

User 4 Item 5
Rating 64,5



Recommendation with Reviews

▷ Assumption: Each user-item interaction contains a textual review

• Readily available in many e-commerce and review websites
(E.g. Yelp, Amazon, etc)

▷ A complete user-item interaction: !, #, $%,&, '%,&
Rating Review



“Problems”with Reviews

1. Not all parts of the review are equally important!

• E.g. “The restaurant is located beside a old-looking post office”
may not be correlated with the overall user satisfaction

2. Each review may cover multiple “aspects”
• Review Length: Around 100 to 150 words in general
• Users may describe about various item properties



What is an Aspect?
▷ A high-level semantic concept

▷ Encompasses a specific facet of item properties for a given domain

Price

Quality
Location

Service

Restaurant

Food
Staff

Waiting Time

Reservation

Valet Parking

Wheelchair-friendly

Accessibility

Outdoor 
Seating



Existing Work & Our Model
Deep Learning-based 

Recommender Systems
Aspect-based 

Recommender Systems

DeepCoNN
(WSDM 2017)

D-Attn
(RecSys 2017)

TransNet
(RecSys 2017)

NARRE
(WWW 2018)

JMARS
(KDD 2014)

FLAME
(WSDM 2015)

SULM
(KDD 2017)

ALFM
(WWW 2018)

ANR



Existing Work & Our Model
Deep Learning-based Recommender Systems

ü Capitalizes on the strong representation learning capabilities
of neural networks

× Less interpretable and informative

Aspect-based Recommender Systems

ü More interpretable & explainable recommendations

× May rely on existing Sentiment Analysis (SA) tools for the 
extraction of aspects and/or sentiments

× Not self-contained

× Performance can be limited by the quality of these SA tools

Our Model: Combines the strengths of these two 
categories of recommender systems



2.
Proposed Model



Our Proposed Model - ANR
Key Components

▷ Aspect-based Representation 
Learning to derive the aspect-
level user and item latent 
representations

▷ Interaction-specific Aspect 
Importance Estimation for both 
the user and item

▷ User-Item Rating Prediction by 
effectively combining the 
aspect-level representations 
and importance



Input & Embedding Layer

Input

▷ Similar to existing deep learning-basedmethods

▷ User document!" consists of the set of review(s) written by user #
▷ Item document!$ consists of the set of review(s) written for item %



Input & Embedding Layer

Embedding Layer

▷ Look-up operation in a embeddingmatrix (shared between users & items)

▷ Order and context of words within each document is preserved



Aspect-based Representations

Aspect-specific 
Projection

Context-based
Neural Attention

Assumption: ! aspects (Pre-defined Hyperparameter)



Aspect-based Representations

Aspect-specific Projections

▷ Semantic polarity of a wordmay vary for different aspects

▷ “The phone has a high storage capacity” üJ

▷ “The phone has extremely high power consumption” × L



Aspect-based Representations

Context-based Neural Attention

▷ Local Context: Target word & its surrounding words

▷ Word Importance: Inner product of the word embeddings (within local
context window) and the corresponding aspect embedding



Aspect-based Representations

Aspect-level Representations

▷ Weighted sum of document words based on the learned aspect-level
word importance

▷ Captures the same document from multiple perspectives by
attending to different subsets of document words



Aspect-based Representations

…

Aspect-level
Representations



User & Item Aspect Importance

Goal: Estimate the user & item aspect importance for each user-item pair

▷ Based on 3 key observations

▷ Extends the idea of Neural Co-Attention (i.e. Pairwise Attention)

?



Dynamic Aspect-level Importance
1. A user’s aspect-level preferences may change with respect to the

target item

2. The same item may appeal differently to two different users

3. These aspects are often not evaluated separately/independently

UserMobile Phone Laptop

Performance
Portability

Price
Aesthetics
…

Price
Aesthetics
Performance
Portability
…



I love the 
restaurant’s 
location!

I am here 
for the 
food!

Dynamic Aspect-level Importance

RestaurantUser A User B

1. A user’s aspect-level preferences may change with respect to the
target item

2. The same item may appeal differently to two different users

3. These aspects are often not evaluated separately/independently



This is a lot more 
expensive than what 
I would normally buy..

Dynamic Aspect-level Importance

User Mobile Phone

However, the quality
and performance is 
better than expected!

1. A user’s aspect-level preferences may change with respect to the
target item

2. The same item may appeal differently to two different users

3. These aspects are often not evaluated separately/independently



Dynamic Aspect-level Importance

Affinity Matrix

▷ Captures the ‘shared similarity’ between the aspect-level representations
▷ Used as a feature for deriving the user & item aspect importance

User’s Aspect 1 &
Item’s Aspect !

User’s Aspect !&
Item’s Aspect !



Dynamic Aspect-level Importance

User Aspect Importance:

!" = ∅ %" &' + )⊺ +, &-

." = /012345 !" 6'

%" +, )
."

Context



!"#$

Dynamic Aspect-level Importance

Item Aspect Importance:

%$ = ∅ #$ () + + !" (,

-$ = ./01234 %$ 5)

+
-$

Context



User & Item Aspect Importance

User & Item Aspect Importance are interaction-specific J

▷ User representations are used as the context for estimating item aspect 
importance, and vice versa

▷ Specifically tailored to each user-item pair



User-Item Rating Prediction

?

Rating !"#,%



User-Item Rating Prediction

"̂#,% = '
(∈*

+#,( , +%,( , -#,( .%,(
⊺ + 1# + 1% + 12

(1) Aspect-level representations →Aspect-level rating



User-Item Rating Prediction

"̂#,% = '
(∈*

+#,( , +%,( , -#,( .%,(
⊺ + 1# + 1% + 12

(2) Weight by aspect-level importance



User-Item Rating Prediction

"̂#,% = '
(∈*

+#,( , +%,( , -#,( .%,(
⊺ + 1# + 1% + 12

(3) Sum across all aspects
(4) Include biases



Model Optimization
The model optimization process can be viewed as a regression problem.

▷ All model parameters can be learned using the backpropagation 
technique

▷ We use the standard Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the actual 
rating !",$ and the predicted rating !̂",$ as the loss function

▷ Dropout is applied to each of the aspect-level representations

▷ L2 regularization is used for the user and item biases

▷ Please refer to our paper for more details!



3.
Experiments & Results



Datasets
We use publicly available datasets from Yelp and Amazon

▷ Yelp

• Latest version (Round 11) of the Yelp Dataset Challenge
• Obtained from: https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge

▷ Amazon

• Amazon Product Reviews, which has been organized into 24 
individual product categories

• For the larger categories, we randomly sub-sampled 5,000,000 
user-item interactions for the experiments

• Obtained from: http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/

▷ For each of these 25 datasets, we randomly select 80% for training, 
10% for validation, and 10% for testing

https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/


Baselines & Evaluation Metric
1. Deep Cooperative Neural Networks (DeepCoNN), WSDM 2017

• Uses a convolutional architecture for representation learning, and 
performs rating prediction using a Factorization Machine

2. Dual Attention-based Model (D-Attn), RecSys 2017

• Incorporates local and global attention-based modules prior to the 
convolutional layer for representation learning

3. Aspect-aware Latent Factor Model (ALFM), WWW 2018

• Aspects are learned using an Aspect-aware Topic Model (ATM), 
and combined with a latent factor model for rating prediction

▷ Evaluation Metric

• Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the actual rating !",$ and the 
predicted rating !̂",$



Experimental Results



Experimental Results

▷ Statistically significant improvements over all 3 state-of-the-art
baseline methods, based on the paired sample t-test

• The average improvement over D-Attn, DeepCoNN, and ALFM 
are 14.95%, 11.73%, and 6.47%, respectively

▷ Outperforms D-Attn and DeepCoNN due to 2 main reasons:

• Instead of having a single ‘compressed’ user and item 
representation, we learn multiple aspect-level representations

• Additionally, we estimate the importance of each aspect

▷ We outperform a similar aspect-based method ALFM as we learn 
both the aspect-level representations and importance in a joint 
manner



Number of Aspects

▷ Key Hyperparameter: Number of Aspects

▷ In our experiments, we use 5 aspects to be consistent with ALFM

▷ Relatively stable performance for a reasonable number of aspects

• A handful of broader aspects
• Numerous fine-grained aspects



Learned Aspects

▷ Aspects are learned in a data-driven manner without any external 
supervision

▷ We use the words with the highest attention scores (averaged
across all users & items) to represent each aspect



4.
Future Work & Conclusion



Future Work
1. Explainable Recommendation

▷ For each user-item interaction, ANR is capable of estimating the 
importance of each aspect

▷ For the top K (most important) aspects, we can identify the 
relevant document segments which contribute to its 
representation

2. Domain-independent Aspect-based Recommendation

▷ Currently, a separate model needs to be trained for each 
category/domain

▷ Extend ANR into a domain-independent framework, which will be 
able to handle multiple categories simultaneously, by incorporating 
either transfer learning or multi-task learning



Summary
▷ We proposed an Aspect-based Neural Recommender (ANR) 

to leverage the strengths of both deep learning techniques 
and aspect-based recommender systems

▷ Aspect-level representations are learned by focusing on
relevant words in the document using the neural attention
mechanism

▷ Interaction-specific aspect importance are estimated
using the user and item aspect-level representations by
extending the neural co-attention mechanism

▷ We effectively combine the aspect-level representations
and importance to derive the aspect-level ratings, which
are used for estimating the overall rating



Thanks!
Any questions?

Email:
S160005@e.ntu.edu.sg


